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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Interest in the performance of individual physicians as a driver for improving the
quality and efficiency with which health care is delivered is increasing, and so, too, is the
capability to assess that performance. Activities to measure, report, and improve
physician performance are being undertaken by a wide variety of stakeholders in the
health care system, including medical groups, professional medical societies,
purchasers/employers, private sector companies, health plans, and the federal
government. The efforts aimed at reporting performance data to individual physicians
vary in terms of objectives, but they often share the underlying goal of making
physicians aware of their performance and encouraging improvement in specific aspects
of care delivery—such as clinical quality, patient experience, patient safety, and resource
use—when performance is lacking.
Physician-level performance measurement and feedback are relatively new, and the
experiences that organizations have had in measuring performance and providing
feedback to individual physicians are fairly limited. Moreover, the lessons learned are
often considered proprietary or have not been published. In consequence, important
lessons learned in applied settings often remain unknown to other organizations with an
interest in using physician performance results to change physician behavior.
This report describes a RAND Corporation study whose goal was to gather and
synthesize lessons being learned about individual physician performance feedback. As
part of this study, telephone interviews were conducted in November and December
2005 with 12 key informants from a purposive sample (drawn from across the country)
of seven medical groups, four health plans, and one health care quality coalition. All
respondents were known to have produced individual physician feedback reports in the
ambulatory care setting. In addition, a literature scan was carried out to find information
that may be relevant to the content and format of individual physician-level feedback
reports, as well as to the process used to develop and disseminate them.
Key Findings
Overall, we found that very few physician-level “report cards” currently in use have
been formally tested or evaluated. Therefore, our findings represent the distilled
experiences and suggestions of the organizations we interviewed that are currently
engaged in providing performance feedback to individual physicians. We have also
taken into account key themes that emerged on this topic from our literature scan.
What information should be presented? The interests and goals of the report sponsor—
which vary by sponsor—are what drive report content. Report sponsors should be
honest and direct about why the information is being presented (e.g., for information
only, to reduce costs, to improve quality). Where goals may conflict (e.g., improving
clinical quality may not save money), sponsors should discuss the possible conflict and
how it relates to any actions they would like the intended audience to take. Once a
sponsor’s goals are clearly established, the challenge is to determine how best to
communicate the performance information so that physicians will be likely to use it.
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Both the respondents and the literature stressed that peer comparisons are important in
performance reports if the goal is to change physician behavior, the reason being that
physicians report that they are motivated by such comparative information. The
inclusion of actionable items and clear steps that a physician can take is also important.
For example, some interview respondents said they present information (such as a list of
specific patients due for care) in an appendix, companion report, or registry to provide
the physician with guidance on specific ways to improve his or her performance (e.g.,
contacting patients on the list who are due for a mammogram). Additionally, it is
important that any performance benchmarks or thresholds included in reports be set at
achievable levels so as not to be perceived as unreasonable and thus ignored. Finally, the
respondents indicated two other significant concerns—the accuracy and timeliness of
the measures and data used to score physician performance—both of which fell outside
the scope of our study, which did not address data management or specific performance
measures.
How should reports be formatted to stimulate use? There is no definitive guidance on
how best to format feedback reports for physicians: the empirical literature in this area is
limited, and entities that have produced such reports typically have not formally tested
the options and/or disseminated their findings. Consistent with the literatures on
cognitive science and consumer reporting that we reviewed, the respondent
organizations suggest that physician reports be designed to provide a readily
understandable snapshot of performance (i.e., that data be presented in a manner that
enables quick and accurate interpretation). Examples of formats that may be suitable for
achieving this end are
x Rank-ordering of peers and/or indicators by scores so that high and low scores
are obvious
x Strategic use of typography (e.g., font style and size) to highlight important
information
x Use of adequate white space so the report is not visually cluttered.
The respondent organizations are employing many of these strategies and believe they
are effective. However, because minimal formal testing of layout and graphics has been
carried out with physician audiences, the comparative effectiveness of the approaches in
communicating performance information to this audience is unknown.
What is the best medium for sharing feedback information with physicians? Producers
of physician-level reports have used a variety of media: printed hard copies; electronic
static copies; and flexible, interactive web-based versions. Consistent with the literature
we reviewed, these producers noted that interactive web formats allow users to tailor
information to their preferred level of detail and are especially appropriate for
presenting increasingly specific levels of data (i.e., “drill down” information). Webbased formats are also valued because they permit frequent information updates
without associated printing and distribution costs. However, it was noted that many
physicians do not have convenient access to the Internet, are resistant to using this
medium, and/or may not be accustomed to accessing information this way on a routine
basis. Many of the physician-level report producers advised that an assessment be
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conducted to determine the type(s) of media preferred by the target audience and/or
that reports be prepared in a variety of media to accommodate the audience’s different
preferences and capabilities.
What process should be used to involve individual physicians in the design and sharing
of feedback reports? According to many of the respondent organizations and the
reviewed literature on physician behavior change, an interactive, transparent, honest,
and respectful reporting process is critical to the success of a physician-focused
reporting endeavor, especially if behavior change is a key goal. Our respondents
expressed a strong belief that physicians should be involved early and often in feedbackreport development and implementation in order to build their ownership of the process
and the end product and to ensure that the report reflects their needs and interests.
Many respondents also advised that physicians be given the opportunity to question
data presented in the feedback reports and to make changes to errors uncovered before
the information is released to others. As in the literature, those involved in physicianlevel reporting activities cautioned that the passive provision of information alone is not
sufficient to bring about behavior change. The approaches they have found to be more
effective are multi-faceted, such as interactive educational sessions coupled with the use
of local opinion leaders/physician champions and/or feedback reports. Although the
optimal approach for sharing information is not known, passive sharing of information
is not likely to lead to physician behavior change. Based on our interviews, the process
used to feed information back to individual physicians appears to be a key determinant
in achieving behavior change.
Conclusion and Areas for Future Research
Reporting on performance at the individual physician level is a relatively new activity in
the United States but is expected to become more common as policymakers continue to
push for improvements in quality of health care and reductions in the growth of health
care expenditures. Little is known about how best to communicate performance
information to physicians to promote changes in behavior that will lead to
improvements in quality and more-effective use of resources. Although we gleaned
important guidance on these issues from our interviews and literature scan, many
questions remain. Organizations seeking to report performance data to individual
physicians would benefit from greater sharing of methods by experienced organizations,
well-executed evaluations of the impact of reporting efforts, and the transfer of
knowledge when both successful and unsuccessful strategies are identified.
In particular, those trying to produce effective feedback reports for individual
physicians need answers to the following questions:
x In the areas of clinical care, patient experience, efficiency, and safety, which
performance metrics and what unit of analysis (e.g., patient vs. population,
individual measures vs. composites) are the most actionable for physicians and
the most likely to lead to behavior change?
x Which reports are more compelling and effective: consolidated reports or those
that deal with a single issue?
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x What are the most effective formats to use in individual physician feedback
reports? For example, what types of media are the most appropriate for ensuring
that physicians are able to access information? Which types of graphical displays
are the most effective for promoting understanding?
x What combination of engagement and feedback is the most effective for
achieving physician behavior change?
x What are the key barriers inhibiting the use of performance reports by individual
physicians, and how might these barriers be overcome?
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I. INTRODUCTION
Interest in the performance of individual physicians as a way to drive improvement in
the quality and efficiency of health care delivery is increasing, and so, too, is the
capability for assessing that performance. Activities to measure, report, and improve
physician performance are being undertaken by a wide variety of stakeholders in the
health care system, including medical groups, professional medical societies,
purchasers/employers, private sector companies, health plans, and the federal
government. For example, the Ambulatory Care Quality Alliance (AQA) and the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) have taken steps to measure and
report the performance of individual physicians in ambulatory care settings.[1–3] (See
Appendix for additional examples and further detail.) Efforts to feed performance data
back to individual physicians vary in terms of objectives, but many of these efforts share
the underlying goal of making physicians aware of their performance and encouraging
improvement in specific aspects of care delivery—such as clinical quality, patient
experience, patient safety, and resource use—when performance is lacking.[4–7]
Physician-level performance measurement and feedback are relatively new, and
experiences that organizations have had in measuring and providing feedback to
individual physicians are fairly limited. Moreover, the lessons learned are often
considered proprietary or have not been published. In consequence, the important
lessons that are being learned in applied settings are often remaining unknown to other
organizations with an interest in using physician performance results to change
behavior.
In this study, we aimed to gather and synthesize the lessons being learned about
individual physician performance feedback by
x Examining activities that have been undertaken and strategies that have been
used by organizations currently engaged in individual physician feedback
reporting.
x Scanning the published literature for lessons learned about the communication of
performance data to individual physicians to inform them of their performance
levels and encourage improvement when necessary.
Based on our review, we provide guidance to other organizations interested in this type
of reporting, as is possible to do at this juncture. We also highlight areas that require
future research.
Our focus was solely on efforts to provide performance data to individual physicians
(not physician groups) in the ambulatory care setting. Additionally, we addressed only
the content and format of feedback reports and the process used to develop and
disseminate them (not the methodological aspects of performance measurement at the
individual physician level).
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II. STUDY METHODS
A.

Key Informant Interviews

Using a structured protocol of open-ended questions, we conducted 12 one-hour
telephone interviews with individuals at entities currently reporting performance
information to individual physicians in ambulatory care settings. Our purposive sample
consisted of seven medical groups, four health plans, and one health care quality
coalition, drawn from across the country, that were known to have produced individual
physician feedback reports. To determine which organizations to include and which
individual within each organization to interview, we consulted with and received
recommendations from those in the field who are aware of physician-level reporting
activities (e.g., business coalitions, researchers, professional contacts working in health
care delivery systems). Only organizations reporting performance data at the individual
physician level were included in our sample. Our goals were to gather information
about these reporting efforts, to find out what strategies are being used to report
performance data to individual physicians, and to learn which—if any—of these tactics
have been found to be effective in bringing about physician awareness and behavior
change.
B.

Literature Scan

We focused our literature search on individual physician feedback reports. Because a
key goal of reporting performance information to individual physicians is behavior
change, we also scanned the literature on this topic. We searched MEDLINE/PubMed,
ABInform, PsycINFO, and Cochrane databases for publications addressing the
communication of performance data to individual physicians. Search terms used in
various combinations included physician/doctor, behavior change/modification,
feedback, audit, report(s), perform/performance, evaluation, clinical
quality/effectiveness, patient experience/satisfaction, efficiency/cost, patient safety,
and quality improvement. Once relevant publications were identified, we examined
their reference lists for additional sources. We also searched the publications listings of
the following foundations: the California HealthCare Foundation, the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, The Commonwealth Fund, and the Kaiser Family Foundation.
Additionally, we examined key publications related to reporting performance data to
consumers, our reasoning being that some lessons learned through this research might
apply to physicians as well. RAND researchers familiar with this consumer-focused
literature identified these publications for us, many of which were produced by
members of the CAHPS® (Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems)
consortium, of which RAND is a part. In conducting all of our searches, we focused on
the period 1995–2005 but also included earlier publications that had been identified as
seminal by experts. Although we reviewed commentaries appearing in the literature,
our primary focus was on empirical studies.
This literature scan was not meant to be an exhaustive review of all publications in the
areas mentioned above or a meta-analysis. Our aim was to cull from a selection of
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representative sources the general lessons learned about communicating performance
data to individual physicians in order to improve behavior.
C.
Environmental Scan
To complement our interviews and literature scan, we conducted an environmental scan
of the activities of professional societies and other organizations in the area of individual
physician-level reporting. This additional scan was not an exhaustive Internet search; it
was a purposive examination of the websites of key medical specialty societies, private
sector companies, and other relevant organizations identified by experts. In some cases,
details about organizations or initiatives were confirmed with telephone calls. We did
not include activities by health plans, medical groups, or health care consortia because
these types of entities had been included in our interviews. Results of this scan are
presented in the Appendix.
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III. FINDINGS
This section presents findings from our interviews and literature scan. We first discuss
what we learned from those we interviewed and the literature about the history and
intended purpose of physician feedback endeavors. We then present findings from our
interviews and literature scan on report content, format, and process. These findings are
organized according to the questions most likely to be seen as key by those using
feedback to improve the performance of individual physicians. Finally, we present the
thoughts of those we interviewed about the future direction of reporting individual
physician performance information.
A.

History and Intended Purpose of Individual Physician Feedback Reports

The respondent organizations have been producing individual physician reports over
the past one to 20 years. Most of these organizations, particularly those with the longest
histories of producing reports, initially created individual physician feedback reports
with the goals of reducing costs and managing utilization.
Recently, the improvement of health care quality has become a primary motivating
factor for reporting; the respondents cited three major reasons for this shift. First, those
organizations with a long history of producing reports were often at financial risk under
their managed care contracts, so their initial reporting focused on cost and utilization.
Second, only recently have quality measures begun to emerge that enable assessment at
the individual physician level. Third, the fairly recent and expanding data collection
capacity of many health care organizations—through the use of electronic billing
systems, electronic medical records, and other health information technologies—has
enabled them to produce more-complex and more-sophisticated reports and to
efficiently use the same data for multiple purposes (e.g., tracking provider productivity,
performance, credentialing, accreditation). The respondents said that the data collection
capacity at their organizations has improved in recent years; they also noted, however,
that these data systems are still imperfect, there is still a high reliance on claims data,
and the promise of electronic medical records is elusive.
Some respondents said their organizations are producing individual physician-level
feedback reports as part of pay-for-performance efforts. Others said their organizations
have plans to tie reporting to financial incentives but will not do so until they ensure
their measurement and reporting processes are reliable and valid. Some organizations
also tie feedback reports to non-financial incentives or recognition programs. For
example, physicians with high performance ratings may be highlighted in directories
intended for patients to use in selecting a provider.[8, 9] Other financial incentives include
the use of performance reports for contracting purposes (e.g., setting performance goals
for payment withholds), to develop tiered networks, and to narrow provider lists.
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B.

Report Content, Format, and Process

Our interviews and literature scan offered some lessons about ways to structure and
share feedback information with individual physicians. One theme that emerged was
that multiple pieces (e.g., content, format, process) must be in place to change behavior,
and that information by itself is unlikely to do so.
The body of literature on changing physician behavior is significant. Much of it
originates from interest beginning in the 1980s in evidence-based medicine, in the use of
clinical practice guidelines, and in how managed care strategies impact physician
behavior. While most of this literature does not directly evaluate the type of
comprehensive, ongoing measurement and feedback programs being implemented now,
some of the lessons are relevant, especially those on strategies for effective physician
engagement and report dissemination. These lessons are noted below.
The specific information in the literature about the format of individual physician
feedback reports is scant. However, much has been studied and written about the design
and provision of performance “report cards” for consumers that aim at changing
behavior.[10–15] In particular, the CAHPS® consortium, under the direction of the federal
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), has invested significant resources
to learn how best to report performance data to consumers to inform health care
decisionmaking and improve quality.[10, 11] Additionally, although the impact is largely
untested, many entities (e.g., employers, business collaboratives, health plans) have
years of experience providing health care–related information to consumers to inform
their choices.[4, 7, 16] While these consumer-related studies and experiences do not directly
address how best to present performance results to individual physicians to effect
behavior change, some of the basic lessons learned may transfer given that fundamental
cognitive principles of reporting likely apply to all human beings.
a. What information should be presented?
The interests and goals of the performance report’s sponsor—which vary by sponsor—
drive the report’s content. Once a sponsor’s goals are clearly established, the challenge is
to determine how best to communicate the performance feedback so that physicians will
be likely to use it. There will always be trade-offs when producing reports, trade-offs
made necessary because of differing goals, financial and space limitations, and the
information-processing capabilities of the intended audience. These trade-offs should be
made purposefully, rather than inadvertently.[11] The following list is what we learned
about report content:
x Clear Objectives: The consumer reporting literature that we reviewed
emphasizes how important it is for report designers to be clear about the
objectives of the report and to design the report with these objectives in mind.[11]
The goals should drive the report content and should be stated in the report itself
so that the target audience understands the purpose. An audience that
understands why the information is being presented is more likely to be engaged
in the report content. For the most part, the respondents agree that these are
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important considerations. They underscored the need for the report sponsor to
be both honest and direct about the purpose of the information presented (e.g.,
for information only, to effect behavior change, to reduce costs, to improve
quality). Some also underscored the need to explain the reasoning behind the
report’s focus and to note limitations where they exist in order to lend credibility
to the report’s objectives. Where goals may conflict (e.g., improving clinical
quality may not save money), report sponsors should discuss the conflict and its
relationship to the report’s goals. In cases where external reporting sponsors
(such as health plans, purchasers, or the government) dictate reporting content, it
is important that the sponsor producing the report make known both this fact
and the fact that it must comply whether or not it thinks the information
presented is useful and/or consistent with its internal goals. Additionally,
sponsors should be explicit about items for which the physician will be held
accountable, as well as realistic in their expectations (i.e., about whether
individual physicians have the ability to respond successfully to information in
the report or there are other pieces of the health care system—outside the
physician’s control—that must be in place to achieve a given goal). In any case,
clear identification of the report’s purpose(s) and the desired behavior change(s)
is vital to any performance reporting strategy if audience engagement is a key
objective.
x Characteristics of the Data: Physicians must believe in the accuracy and
completeness of the information presented about their own performance (i.e.,
they must trust the measures and believe that the data represent them and their
patients) if they are to find the reporting process credible and thus rely on the
performance results as the basis for behavior change.[17–20] Credibility and
validity are enhanced by
o

Transparency of the measurement and scoring processes, such as clearly
defined data sources and technical specifications for performance
measures, and the use of complete and accurate data to generate
measures

o

A sample size adequate for producing reliable performance estimates so
that the chance of misclassification is minimized

o

Case-mix adjustment

o

Clear attribution methods

o

Full disclosure of the entity that collected the data, the known limitations
of the data measurement process, and the intended reporting purpose.[21–
23]

Profiles of a sample of the patients included in the scoring of measures may also
be useful in convincing physicians that the results represent their patients; such
patient-specific data are likely to be more compelling to individual physicians
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than are population-based performance scores. In practice, those producing
reports often face limitations on the type of data they can share. For example, for
many clinical quality measures, claims data—designed and collected for billing
purposes, not quality measurement—are the only inexpensive and readily
available source of information. Furthermore, claims data are held separately by
multiple, competing payers, making it difficult to pool data to obtain sample
sizes adequate for improving reliability and validity. Measure sets, too, are
limited in terms of the conditions and medical specialties they address. And
many practices do not have the data systems in place to generate patient lists.
Those producing reports note that there will always be some data limitations and
that, to gain physician trust, such limitations are best addressed in a transparent
discussion of the methods.
x Comparative Performance Information: The literature we reviewed indicates
that peer comparisons are an effective way to motivate behavior change and are
the comparison type that physicians find most meaningful.[19, 20, 24] And
“unblinded” peer comparisons (i.e., those that identify physicians by name) seem
to provide greater motivation for behavior change than do “blinded”
(confidential) peer comparisons because they leverage the natural competitive
instincts of many physicians.[25] That said, the reality of the U.S. health care
system is that there are many loosely integrated settings in which the
institutional relationships do not support unblinded comparisons—e.g.,
Independent Practice Associations (IPAs) and Preferred Provider Organizations
(PPOs). In such cases, sharing performance scores of unnamed colleagues can
still be compelling. All of our respondent organizations produce reports
containing comparative information. In line with the findings in the literature,
the respondents said their organizations have found that peer comparisons—
especially within the same specialty, medical group, and local area—are the
comparisons most useful to and requested by physicians. They have not found
that national-level comparisons, even within the same specialty, are of as much
interest to most physicians or promote behavior change. They postulated that
this is because physicians are competitive by nature and that comparing them to
their immediate peers most effectively taps into this dynamic. Additionally,
some noted that physicians find local-level data more relevant because they
reflect the practice patterns of the physicians’ own geographic area. Finally,
comparisons to a physician’s own past performance are very common and
appear to be an uncontroversial component of individual physician reports.
x Realistic Performance Goals: Striving for achievable goals, as opposed to
perfection, has been found to be a compelling strategy with physicians.[26, 27] For
example, one randomized controlled trial determined that the use of achievable
benchmarks significantly enhanced the effectiveness of physician performance
feedback and improved care.[28] Consistent with the literature, many of the
respondents said their organizations recognize the value of achievable
benchmarks and prefer to compare performance to such benchmarks. Some
include comparisons to absolute thresholds or predetermined targets in their
reports; others feel that identifying target performance levels is difficult and
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sometimes, depending on what is being measured, inappropriate. The inclusion
of an achievable but high performance goal may be necessary to motivate the
majority of physicians who are performing at an average level but are capable of
doing better.
x Actionable Feedback: Research has shown that the information presented in
reports to physicians must be actionable—that is, must clearly lead the physician
to a specific action he/she should and can take to improve.[12, 18, 19, 21, 27, 29–31] Many
respondents underscored the need to include clear, actionable statements in
physician reports. Their experience is that if physicians are told what they are
doing wrong but not how to fix it, the report will generate frustration and will
not be effective in changing behavior. An example of non-actionable feedback
from one respondent organization is reporting to a physician that his/her overall
quality of care score is “low.” To make this information actionable, the physician
could be provided with, for instance, his/her actual immunization rate along
with a list of the patients who did not receive their needed immunizations. This
would enable the physician to assess the accuracy of the result and then to
schedule visits with those patients requiring immunizations. Another example of
non-actionable feedback that was shared with us is telling a physician that
his/her score on a patient experience/satisfaction measure addressing physicianpatient communication is in the bottom quartile of his/her medical group.
Actionable feedback in this case might include suggestions about how to
improve, such as specific information about an available communicationimprovement course offered by the medical group and how to enroll. In practice,
actionable information often is not available because of such limitations as the
absence of data systems and the lack of resources to extract and present the
relevant information to physicians in a meaningful and timely way.
x Performance Measures: Given the relative novelty of individual physician
reports, we did not find assessments in the literature about the selection of
specific measures to report. When we asked the respondents about the measures
their organizations report to individual physicians, the two most commonly
mentioned were effectiveness/clinical quality and efficiency/cost. Among the
less-frequently mentioned were patient satisfaction/experience and patient
safety. In general, deciding which measures to include depends on various
factors, including reporting goals, available data, and any requirements of such
external reporting sponsors as health plans, purchasers, and the government.
Details of the specific measures currently reported by those interviewed are as
follows:
o

Effectiveness/Clinical Quality: The respondent organizations that report on
effectiveness/clinical quality most frequently use either the National
Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) Health Plan Employer Data
and Information Set (HEDIS) measures modified to relate to individual
physicians or their own “homegrown” measures, which are generated
from data gathered from one or more of the following data sources:
administrative/claims, pharmacy, lab, self-reported registry, and medical
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records (both paper and electronic). Reports containing this information
are provided with varying frequency (monthly, quarterly, annually,
biannually, or as needed). Additionally, some organizations produce
targeted physician-level reports as part of periodic, focused, quality
improvement initiatives that they conduct around rotating clinical issues.
Typically, data collection and/or reporting on clinical quality are done
internally, by affiliated organizations (e.g., a health plan collecting
information about a contracted medical group and reporting it to that
group) and/or a vendor. As underscored in the literature we reviewed,
clinical indicators should be clinically meaningful[21] and should relate to
specific services for which a physician is responsible and that he or she
has the opportunity to influence.
o

Efficiency/Cost: The respondent organizations that report on
efficiency/cost most often use claims-based homegrown measures
and/or episode treatment groups (ETGs™). The frequency of producing
this information varies (e.g., monthly, quarterly, or annually). Data
collection for and report production using such measures are most often
carried out internally but may also be done by affiliated health care
organizations and vendors. How these organizations define
efficiency/cost varies. Some define it solely as utilization (e.g., number of
hospital days per patient, number of generic prescriptions); others use a
more complex definition (e.g., they pair it with effectiveness or
productivity). Most respondents stated that a broad range of measures
(i.e., not just efficiency/cost alone) must be considered to fully
comprehend and judge physical performance.

o

Patient Satisfaction/Experience: The respondent organizations that report
patient satisfaction/experience measures collect this information either
through patient surveys produced by many different vendors or through
their own, internal data collection efforts. If vendors are involved, they
are usually also engaged in the data collection and reporting efforts. As
with the clinical quality and cost measures, the frequency of reporting
patient satisfaction/experience data varies, and standardized tools are
currently not being used. Several respondents noted that one reason these
data tend not to be reported is the difficulty involved in translating the
measures into actionable recommendations for individual physicians.

o

Patient Safety: The respondent organizations that track and report patient
safety information at the individual physician level collect their own data
from medical records. However, patient safety is rarely included in
individual physician reports because it is viewed as a system issue and
because, in most cases, attributing a specific event (e.g., an adverse event
or near miss) to a single physician is viewed as inappropriate.
Additionally, many organizations believe there are few good measures
available that allow for attribution of a patient safety problem to a specific
physician.
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o

x

Miscellaneous Other Measures: Some respondents noted that, in addition to
the four types of measures discussed above, their organizations also
collect and report individual physician-level data about issues such as
access to care (e.g., whether the practice is open to new patients), formal
patient complaints submitted to customer service, and the degree of
health information technology that has been adopted (e.g., use of
electronic prescribing systems, electronic claim submissions).

Volume of Performance Measures: Some researchers have suggested that
behavior improvement requires that physicians view multiple types of data
about themselves in a single report (e.g., clinical quality, patient satisfaction, cost)
so that they can see the full picture of their performance. Instrument panels or
other comprehensive charts presenting a wide variety of information on a
continuous basis, comparable to what a pilot has available in real time on the
dashboard of his/her airplane, have been noted as possible tactics.[32–35]
However, the consumer behavior literature we reviewed indicates that more
information is not always better and that individuals typically can efficiently
process and use only about five to six variables at a time to come to a conclusion
on an issue.[10, 36–38] Therefore, a lengthy performance report with a significant
number of metrics is not necessarily the best option. Our respondents differ in
the amount of information they present in a report. The amount sometimes
depends on the report’s purpose; other times, it is driven simply by the timing of
data availability (i.e., if all data are available at the same time, they are included
in one, consolidated report; if not, two or more single-issue reports are produced
as data are released). Ultimately, as noted previously, the report’s purpose
should drive the content. A broad scope of metrics may be appropriate in some
cases (e.g., to explain all components of an incentive program), while a narrow
scope of actionable metrics may be more appropriate for a specific behavior
intervention or for operations management purposes. More research is needed to
determine the most-effective type and volume of information to present to a
physician in one report.

b. How should reports be formatted to stimulate use?
Some respondents agreed to provide practical examples in the form of de-identified
versions of their organizations’ individual physician performance reports; others were
unable to do so because of proprietary restrictions. From the reports we were able to
review and verbal descriptions we were given, we put together some information about
the types of report formats currently being employed to relay performance information
to individual physicians. The following list contains findings from our literature scan,
our interviews, and consideration of documents currently in use, all organized by
formatting topic.
x Typography: According to the literature we reviewed, the strategic use of
typography (e.g., font size, font color) helps to highlight the importance and
relationship among pieces of information.[38] It also may signal an intended
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action; for example, underlined blue text typically indicates a web link. To ensure
that the typography selected speaks to the intended audience, researchers
recommend testing it with that audience. Our respondents did not indicate that
typographical decisions were a significant part of their design process (i.e., in
terms of attention and resources) and did not have strong recommendations one
way or the other.
x Graphical Displays: The consumer reporting literature we reviewed suggests
that tables are the better display choice when showing specific numeric values,
and that graphs are better for displaying information for comparative
purposes—especially when they are labeled clearly—because they allow “visual
chunking” of information.[38] At this point, the consumer research does not clarify
which symbols (e.g., stars vs. bars vs. arrows) are optimal for use in tables and
graphs.[10] For physician reports, testing is needed to see whether physicians,
who are more accustomed to using tabular and graphical data displays, differ
from general consumers. All of our respondent organizations used some
graphical displays in their reports. Many used a combination of text and
graphics, but none provided text-only reports. Some single-issue reports
presented data in a spreadsheet format (e.g., an Excel™ file), along with
supporting text and no other graphics. Reports addressing a more
comprehensive set of topics tended to use extensive graphics. The graphical
displays typically used are bar and pie charts and traditional tables. The
complexity of the graphs also varied from report to report—even for reports
developed by the same organization—with some graphics being very simple,
and others combining multiple variables in a single display. Contrary to
recommendations in the literature, the respondent organizations did not do
much testing of graphics prior to report release. Although all of these
organizations elicited input from physicians as part of the report development
process, their typical strategy was real-time trial-and-error—that is, adjustments
were made in subsequent releases based on anecdotal physician feedback rather
than on testing prior to report release.
x Length: The consumer behavior literature we reviewed indicates that consumers
say they want more information than they actually use and that, in terms of
usability, a report’s organization is probably more important than its overall
length.[10] The reports produced by our respondent organizations varied greatly
in terms of page length, depending on topics covered and level of detail
provided. Paper versions of reports addressing one or more topics in a
comprehensive way tended to be at least ten pages or longer. These reports
occasionally included supporting information, such as instructions on how to
navigate the report, interpret the information, and act upon it, as well as
explanations of changes from previous versions (e.g., new measures added or
dropped). The length of electronic reports, in terms of number of screens, also
varied. Some reports were a single screen, sent via e-mail; others were part of
password-protected, secure websites with many interactive screens and ongoing
additions and updates.
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x Number of Reports: The respondent organizations usually produce multiple
reports on different topics. For example, an organization may produce separate
monthly reports on efficiency/cost and on effectiveness/clinical quality
information. Other organizations may produce separate reports throughout the
year plus one comprehensive, consolidated report at year’s end. The main
reasons given for producing separate reports were that different types of data
demand different types of reports and/or reporting formats, that the timeliness
of providing feedback should dictate the report release date, and that providing
one report covering multiple topics has the potential to dilute the report’s
impact. Those producing a single report said they feel that piecemeal reports do
not give physicians a true picture of their performance.
x Spatial Organization: According to the literature reviewed, the spatial
organization of information—through the use of headings, lists, and
paragraphs—is critical to assisting readers in finding information.[38] Having
enough “white space” to prevent the document from being overly cluttered is
also advised.[10] According to the cognitive science literature, when an individual
receives information about performance in a document, regardless of whether
the document is in a paper or electronic format, he/she is more likely to scan the
document than to read it thoroughly. Therefore, it is critical to present
information in a way that allows the reader to find and understand the desired
information quickly (e.g., clear page layout and design features).[38] To ensure
that the report format is usable by the intended audience, it should be tested on
that audience and revised accordingly prior to release. For the most part, the
respondents did not pay attention to spatial organization; and in some cases,
they included a significant amount of information on a page, leaving little or no
white space. Whether this type of presentation is effective for a physician
audience is not known.
x Ease of Interpretation: According to the consumer behavior literature and to
those we interviewed, the format of a report should make the information
presented easy to evaluate (i.e., “evaluable”), so that the user can interpret the
data quickly and accurately.[12, 14, 15] For example, a brief and direct data display
in which performance information is shown in rank order tends to be better
understood than does a display showing information in alphabetical order by the
provider’s last name.[13, 14] More specifically, for a physician report, a rank-order
listing by performance score on each indicator or topic area would pinpoint the
areas needing improvement, and a rank-ordered listing of each physician by
name and performance score would highlight the top and bottom performers. (A
specific challenge related to “evaluability” that should be noted here is that
physicians may receive multiple—and potentially conflicting—reports from
different sources, such as medical groups and the different health plans with
which medical groups contract. Confusion for the physician and threats to a
report’s credibility may ensue if another report addressing similar performance
areas conflicts. Until reporting entities work together to produce comparable or
perhaps joint reports, this challenge is likely to remain.)
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Although the respondents acknowledged the utility of effective formatting, many of
them emphasized their belief that a report’s content and the processes used to develop
and disseminate it are far more important for achieving behavior change (see below).
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c. What is the best medium for sharing feedback information with physicians?
According to the literature, a flexible medium (such as a web-based application) allows
report users to organize the information in the way they prefer and enhances the effect
of the information.[38] Web formats have been found to be particularly useful for
presenting data from the general to the specific, which helps in information processing.
However, researchers caution that the type of media chosen should match the
preferences and capabilities of the intended audience (i.e., cognitive, technical, and
technological).
The respondent organizations provide reports in print and/or electronic form (e.g.,
online, via e-mail, or on CD-ROM). Many of these organizations would prefer to use
electronic reporting exclusively, because of its reduced costs and more flexible,
interactive format. However, they have found that many physicians do not have
convenient access to the Internet, are resistant to using this medium, and/or may not be
accustomed to routinely accessing information this way. Some of the organizations
initially provide only a web version of the report but are willing to send a hard copy
upon request.
Overall, an interactive, web-based format has the benefit of being able to accommodate
the needs of a variety of users. However, given that many physicians have only limited
access to the web and/or a limited comfort level with accessing information this way, a
more traditional, paper format is likely still necessary, at least as a complement to a webbased report. Organizations we interviewed that produce both paper and electronic
reports said they would continue to make paper versions available as long as physicians
indicate a desire and/or need for this format. However, they also noted that they are
encouraging physicians to use the electronic format. It is important to note that even
when care is taken to select a medium appropriate for the target audience, the fact that
performance reporting has not been integrated into the common business processes in
which physicians regularly engage remains. In other words, even if the most userfriendly medium were used, capturing the attention of physicians would still be
difficult.
d. What process should be used to involve individual physicians in the design and
sharing of feedback reports?
Both those we interviewed and the literature we reviewed underscored that the process
by which a report is developed and disseminated is critical to the success of the
reporting endeavor. How a report is created, packaged, and marketed is likely to
determine whether the information is reviewed and acted upon by physicians. The
following list presents actions taken in practice and findings from the literature related
to the process of sharing performance information with individual physicians:
x Transparent Process with Direct Physician Involvement: The literature we
reviewed suggests that physicians respond best to a transparent process, which
means that it is important to involve them early in the planning and to establish a
clear connection between the desired change and the reasons for that change.[19,
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For example, a report containing clinical quality data should note the
deficiencies in this area, as documented by research, as well as the consequences
of those deficiencies;[47] and data on patient experience should be accompanied
by information about the known outcomes of dissatisfied patients (e.g., reduced
compliance with treatment recommendations).[48] If a goal is to reduce costs in
light of budget constraints, that goal, too, should be clearly identified.
Additionally, the consumer reporting literature we reviewed supports the notion
that, for a report to achieve maximal impact, it is important to develop a
promotion plan from the beginning; and if awareness of and receptivity to the
report are to be encouraged, the intended audience should be primed for the
report’s release (e.g., through oral presentations and written communications
announcing the upcoming report’s release).[11]
29, 39–46]

All of our respondent organizations involve physicians in decisions about report
content and format. In line with the reviewed literature, these organizations have
found that physician involvement in the development process is vital to
obtaining physician buy-in and to the ultimate success of the reporting program.
These organizations consult physicians individually or through a committee
process. In some cases, physicians are part of a proactive process by which they
provide input as the report is being developed. In other cases, a primarily nonphysician committee develops report prototypes and then obtains feedback from
physicians. Input from physicians is viewed as particularly important on clinical
measures, given physicians’ expertise and ability to advise about the report’s
relevance to clinical practice. Regardless of the initial source of ideas for the
content and format of their reports, most of the organizations strive to make their
reporting process physician driven.
Many of the respondents underscored the initial uphill battle that reporting
efforts often face. Typically, when an organization launches a reporting program
at the individual physician level, it meets with significant resistance and anger
from the physicians. However, many have found that if physicians are engaged
early on as partners and treated with respect, they are likely to reach a stage of
acceptance and—because they co-own the process—may become ardent
supporters. This is especially true if the focus of the reporting program is on
improving clinical quality of care (i.e., aimed at addressing areas of over-, under-,
and misuse), rather than solely on reducing costs or utilization.
x Testing: According to the consumer reporting literature, a comprehensive
reporting strategy should include ongoing testing and evaluation of the report
with the intended audience in order to increase the report’s likelihood of being
used.[11] This process—which may involve focus groups, surveys, and/or
cognitive interviews—is used to refine the reporting enterprise so that
improvements can be made before a report’s release and subsequent reports can
be more successful by building on lessons learned. Testing the content and
format of a report at several stages throughout the development process can help
identify potential problem areas; it also offers the opportunity for further
customization of the report for the intended audience. Most of the organizations
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we interviewed did very little, if any, testing of the report format prior to the
report’s release. The reason given was often a lack of resources or staff, but
occasionally it was also the lack of recognition that testing is important to the
reporting process.
x Organizational Commitment: As noted in the literature we reviewed, behavior
change is most likely achieved when the goals of the settings in which physicians
work are aligned toward common ends (e.g., there are minimal or no conflicting
signals, misaligned incentives/payment methods).[41, 49–53] In other words, the
desired changes need to be part of organization-wide efforts rather than
promoted in isolation,[45] and the focus on them needs to be sustained.[17, 25, 54–57]
In particular, physicians may need ongoing financial support to collect and use
data for quality improvement, since many physicians—especially those in small
practices—cannot do this on their own.[58] Some of our respondents stressed the
need for a long-term commitment by the organizations undertaking the
reporting endeavor, especially as it relates to improving quality of care. They
believe there must be a serious pledge to provide staff and resources, invest in
technologies that enable data collection and reporting, and engage physicians
continuously and frequently with respect to the content, format, and intended
use of the reports. The challenge is that organizations often want a quick
solution, which, given that achieving behavior change is a lengthy and iterative
process, is unlikely. Those we interviewed maintain that without a long-term
commitment by the management of the organization undertaking the reporting,
it is difficult to prove to physicians that the effort is serious and that they should
invest resources in response to it.
x Assurance of Data Accuracy: According to those we interviewed and consistent
with the literature we reviewed, ensuring the accuracy of the data displayed in
reports is vital to report development.[59, 60] Employing a process based on
honesty and open acknowledgment of the shortcomings of data and measures is
also critical to securing and maintaining physician buy-in.
All of the respondent organizations have mechanisms in place to verify the
accuracy of the data (e.g., internal analytic teams, validity checks by external
auditors or vendors, physician data review committees). Some of the
organizations have also developed processes by which physicians may inquire
about the specifics of their scores (e.g., phone or face-to-face consultations);
obtain additional, more detailed data (e.g., a list of patients included in a given
measure); and have inaccurate data corrected prior to the release of the report to
others. Organizations that provide performance data electronically sometimes
give physicians complete access to all relevant data, affording them the
opportunity to drill down to patient-level data to investigate potential
inaccuracies. All of the respondents whose organizations offer these types of
verification services said that although few physicians ever inquire about the
data, it is important to the endeavor’s credibility to offer them the opportunity.
Some respondents noted that when their organizations began tying financial
incentives to performance reports, the number of inquiries increased. Some
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expect this pattern to continue if pay-for-performance at the individual physician
level takes hold in their communities.
One significant challenge that these organizations have faced in ensuring data
accuracy is securing adequate resources to do the job well (e.g., staff to answer
physician inquiries, time to thoroughly verify data before report release). To
provide adequate support, one full-time employee or more (depending on
program size) is often needed. The larger medical groups and health plans tend
to have more resources to devote to verifying and correcting data than do the
smaller organizations.
x Multi-faceted, Active Engagement of Physicians: According to a substantial
amount of the literature we reviewed, the passive provision of information alone
(e.g., written clinical-practice guidelines mailed to providers, didactic continuing
medical education [CME] courses) is not sufficient to change physician
behavior.[17, 27, 39, 61–80] While educational materials are a necessary first step,
interactive learning strategies (e.g., discussion groups, role-playing, interactions
with opinion leaders) are required to support and sustain behavior change.[27, 39,
50, 63, 81, 82] Many researchers have examined the impact of using a combination of
intervention strategies to achieve physician behavior change—such as some mix
of audit/feedback, financial incentives, educational sessions, reminders, and
academic detailing. In some cases, multi-faceted strategies have led to behavior
change.[19, 50, 83–92] In other cases, however, such strategies were observed to have
from minimal to no effect on physician behavior.[93–98] Overall, the literature we
reviewed tends to support the notion that a combination of strategies is more
effective than a single intervention.[5, 17, 29, 50, 57, 62, 63, 67, 69, 70, 76, 78, 82, 99–106] However,
currently there is no solid, empirical evidence that a specific combination of
interventions will be successful at altering physician behavior. More research is
needed to determine the relative impact of the different elements of a multimodal intervention, as well as which ones work, why, and in what settings.[80, 92,
107, 108] The following is a list of information from our literature scan on physician
engagement strategies:
o

Performance Audit and Feedback: The tactic of auditing physician practices
and feeding the resulting information back to physicians has been found
to produce only modest gains.[67, 69, 70, 72, 79] Where an impact has been
found, it typically has occurred when baseline adherence to a desired
practice pattern is low and/or when this tactic was used in conjunction
with other intervention strategies.[109]

o

Academic Detailing: Academic detailing (also known as educational
outreach), which is the process of educating physicians in-person and
one-on-one using objective information, has been found to be compelling
for physician behavior change—especially within the context of
pharmaceutical education.[62, 69, 72, 78, 79, 100, 110, 111] In particular, interactive
reinforcement and repetition with a clear purpose that is especially
geared to the needs of the intended population are effective.[74, 82]
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o

Opinion Leaders: In general, the literature we reviewed indicates that local
opinion leaders or physician champions (i.e., identified and active
proponents of a particular behavior or set of behaviors within an
organization or physician community) may be useful in pushing for and
reinforcing physician behavior change.[17, 25, 27, 29, 39, 41, 67, 69, 70, 72, 79, 100, 112-114]
However, the compelling characteristics of an opinion leader that are
required for success remain unclear, as does the ability to replicate
successful models.[115, 116]

o

Point-of-Care Reminders: Timely and actionable reminders at the point of
care have been found to be important drivers of physician behavior.[29, 62,
63, 67, 69, 70, 74, 102, 105, 117-119] Such reminders—which range from handwritten
Post-it™ notes, to typed checklists placed in medical charts, to computergenerated alerts—are likely to become more common with the spread of
health information technology (e.g., computerized physician order entry
and electronic medical records). The success of such reminders is in
keeping with other findings in the behavior change literature that
performance feedback be actionable.

o

Repeated Exposure: As the cognitive science literature we reviewed
underscores, those who are familiar with performance information are
more likely to pay attention to it in the future. Exposure to information
leads readers to develop mental schemata to structure it, which in turn
enhances the likelihood of future use.[38] Repeated exposure to
performance reports appears to increase the potential audience’s
awareness and perceived value of the information.[12] Assuming this
phenomenon is applicable to physicians, the more physicians are exposed
to performance reports, the more likely they are to accept this sort of
feedback and to appreciate it—especially if they have an opportunity to
provide input. It is likely that it will take some time for physicians to pay
attention to and trust feedback reports; thus, patience and a long-term
commitment to consistent, repeated measuring and reporting are
required.

o

Decision Support: The consumer reporting literature we reviewed suggests
that decision support tools encourage use of reports and improve
comprehension of the information contained in them. Decision support
may range from providing some basic direction (e.g., explaining how to
navigate the report, interpret the report’s information, and take action
based on the information) to offering interactive tools that lead users
through a step-by-step decisionmaking process.[10] Point-of-care
reminders, one type of decision support tool, have been found to be
effective in getting physicians to take action. Additional research is
needed to determine what other types of decision support may be useful
to physicians.
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o

Public Reporting: The public reporting of individual physicians’ scores on
a variety of performance measures is a new idea that has not been
implemented. It is not yet clear how public reporting may affect
physician behavior. Proponents postulate that public information of this
nature will drive physicians to compete on quality,[120] but concerns have
also been raised. Some people believe that public reporting may cause
physicians to avoid sick patients, may encourage the achievement of
target rates even when they are not appropriate for patients, or may
result in the discounting of patients’ preferences and/or professional
judgment, the withholding of care, and/or the gaming of data.[77, 120-122] At
present, most physicians appear to be opposed to public reporting.[56, 123]

Contrary to what is advocated in the literature, the respondent organizations
tend to provide physicians with passive performance feedback. In most cases, the
report is created and distributed without further follow-up or use of
complimentary engagement strategies. This often occurs because resources are
lacking, the importance of a multi-faceted approach is not understood, and/or
the impetus for reporting is a third party that does not have the management
responsibility for local physician practices. Occasionally, the results are discussed
with low-performing physicians, if a physician requests a meeting, or as part of
an annual review process. Organizations that share their reports with someone
other than the individual physician tend to provide them to medical directors,
other high-level managers/administrators, quality improvement directors,
and/or members of quality, peer review, or credentialing committees. While
these types of individuals may have access to individual physicians’
performance ratings, those we interviewed said that strong physician opposition
almost always kept them from disclosing identifiable performance information
more broadly within their organization. Although there is increasing interest on
the part of private and public purchasers of care, public reporting of individual
physician performance is rare.
x Dissemination: The consumer reporting literature we reviewed underscores the
importance of developing a dissemination plan from the very beginning of the
reporting endeavor.[11] A dissemination plan in this context is understood to
cover not only the distribution of the physical or electronic report, but also the
actions taken to prepare the audience for the report’s arrival. In practice, the
picture regarding dissemination is somewhat muddled—in terms of both what is
done and what should be done. If reports are developed by an external, thirdparty sponsor, end users (or those representing end users) are not likely to have
much control. The report sponsors we interviewed said they try to be strategic in
their dissemination efforts. For example, in some cases the envelope is stamped
with a notice (e.g., “confidential”) to draw attention and signify the inclusion of
sensitive information. For organizations that tie performance reports to financial
incentives, the incentive check is often enclosed with the report. However, some
organizations have found that including the check does not guarantee that the
physician will pay more attention to the report. For several of the organizations,
particularly those with a longer history of producing reports, dissemination
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plans were somewhat “low key”—not because of a lack of interest or perceived
importance, but because the reports had become an integrated, regular part of
practice, and physicians were used to receiving them. A few organizations that
are newer to reporting host annual dinners or other events at which high
performers are recognized. More research and practical experience with various
dissemination strategies are needed to identify tactics effective in getting the
attention of the intended audience.
x Evaluation of Report Use and Impact: The consumer reporting literature we
reviewed suggests that it is important to evaluate report use and impact in order
to make improvements going forward.[11] However, based on our interviews, it
appears that formal monitoring and systematic evaluation of the use of feedback
reports and their impact on physician behavior are largely not occurring at
present. This situation stems primarily from a lack of resources (e.g., staff, time),
but it also stems from the belief that this information should be made available
regardless of its measurable impact. Some organizations have made minor efforts
to track whether physicians receive reports and/or physicians’ web-report
viewing patterns, but most of these activities are not part of a formal evaluation
process. Additionally, while some organizations have monitored physician
performance over time and have seen improvements across the board, they have
not empirically examined whether the feedback reports contributed to these
improvements.
C.

Future Direction of Physician Reporting

We asked those we interviewed to comment on the future of individual physician-level
reporting, especially with respect to challenging areas. They noted the following issues:
x Health Information Technology: Many of the respondents believe that advances
in health information technology hold great promise for better performance
reports and/or support organizational capacity to promote behavior change; and
many have already reaped some benefits from the health information technology
systems they now have in place. Some examples of current or anticipated
benefits are more-accurate and more-comprehensive data; real-time/point-ofcare feedback; more sophisticated, interactive, user-friendly, and customized
data displays; more timely release of data; and lower production costs. Some
respondents noted the importance of recognizing that health information
technology systems vary greatly in quality, components, and robustness, and
that—at least in the short term—this technology may not be able to meet the
existing high expectations for measurement and tracking of physician
performance.
x Pay-for-Performance: Some of the respondents’ organizations are already
linking performance scores to payment, and there is growing interest to expand
these efforts. They believe this activity will drive increased reporting of physician
performance in the future. Others, while interested, prefer first to focus on
getting the measurement and reporting aspects right (i.e., valid, reliable) before
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tying compensation to performance at the individual physician level. However,
all agree that health care is moving in this direction and that it is only a matter of
time before such links between performance and payments are standard.
x Public Reporting: While the organizations acknowledge a strong market demand
by purchasers and consumer groups for public reporting of identifiable,
physician-level performance data, many remain reluctant to engage in this type
of reporting. As with pay-for-performance, there is a desire to make sure the
measurement and reporting are right before releasing such information publicly.
These organizations also note the strong resistance of physicians to public
reporting (because of fears of data inaccuracies, concerns about risk selection,
loss of market share, and law suits, for example), as well as the need to devise
ways to address this resistance respectfully before launching public reporting
programs.
x Non-integrated Health Systems: Several organizations stressed the challenges of
reporting when working within loosely affiliated health care systems (e.g., PPOs,
small/solo practices). In such cases, disparate data systems and a lack of
electronic data make analyses cumbersome and expensive, the task of identifying
opinion leaders to help launch the reporting effort is difficult, and the required
investment in administrative coordination and technical support is significant for
small practices. Additionally, the inability or unwillingness to pool data across
multiple payers leads to small sample sizes, limiting the analyses that can be
done. Given the continued presence of PPOs and small practices throughout the
country, these challenges are expected to remain.
x Return on Investment (ROI) to Report Sponsor: Some respondents noted the
pressure their organizations feel to justify their reporting programs in response
to management demands to see a clear ROI—i.e., to see that funds spent on
reporting have yielded such results as an improvement in quality or a reduction
in costs. This is especially true if pay-for-performance is part of the reporting
effort. These organizations say it is extremely difficult to link the reports to
outcomes because there are multiple factors in play that may affect physician
behavior, as well as larger system changes. Additionally, an ROI for one
organization or particular program focus may not translate into an ROI for
another organization or area. As such, ROI remains a challenging and elusive
topic. Nonetheless, most organizations agree that positive returns or not,
measurement and reporting at the physician level are likely to continue given the
increasing marketplace demand for public accountability on cost and quality.
We also noted several physician-level measurement challenges that, although outside
the scope of our study, are significant. The first of these is the attribution of different
elements of care to an individual physician, which is especially relevant for reporting the
performance of specialists. One way in which organizations are attempting to meet this
challenge is by using an emerging class of software that can identify the components of a
single episode of care and attribute them to a single health care provider. However, such
software has been examined more in the context of efficiency than quality. Other data-
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related challenges include a lack of: developed and tested measures for individual
physicians and, particularly, specialists; adequate sample sizes to report robust scores on
individual performance; a consistent set of metrics for tracking changes over time; and
aggregated data to assess the full scope of a physician’s performance.
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D.

Summary of Findings

Despite the useful information we identified in our literature scan, much is still not
understood about how best to report performance information to individual physicians
to improve behavior. The majority of studies we reviewed only evaluated the impact of
behavior change strategies related to one or two metrics (e.g., an increase in
mammography or immunization rates), rather than to a more comprehensive
improvement program, which is the goal of many physician performance efforts being
launched today. Thus, it is not possible to know whether a promising tactic identified in
the literature would be successful if it focused on more measures and/or had broader
goals (e.g., improving clinical quality and patient satisfaction, as well as lowering costs).
The majority of studies identified have also been carried out in very limited time frames,
as opposed to today’s focus, which is on establishing ongoing measurement programs.
With very few exceptions, the studies we found that used individual physician feedback
reports did not discuss report format or content in any detailed way that is instructive to
those trying to create their own reports. As noted, this is because the details of the
reporting programs are proprietary or the producers of these types of reports have not
published their findings. Where possible, we have drawn on lessons learned from the
consumer reporting literature to help fill some of the gaps. However, it is important to
keep in mind that physicians and consumers are different audiences and have different
decisionmaking frameworks, which means that the way in which information is
bundled and provided to physicians may need to be tailored to their specific needs.
Thus, there is a need for additional research that focuses specifically on individual
physicians and on reporting strategies that optimize desired behavior change.
In practice, many of the respondent organizations use strategies supported by the
literature when producing performance reports for individual physicians, such as
providing comparative data and tailoring report design to the needs and preferences of
the intended audience. In particular, these organizations are aware that the process of
report development and dissemination is integral to the reporting endeavor’s success.
They know that without physician engagement early in the reporting process, even the
most well-designed, highly evaluable report is not likely to garner trust, be read, and
change behavior. Additionally, they recognize the importance of using multi-faceted
approaches if behavior change is the desired outcome.
However, this knowledge does not necessarily translate into action. For example, if
budgets are constrained, it is difficult to simultaneously fund multiple approaches to
increase physician engagement, establish an infrastructure to respond to physicians’
inquiries, or conduct an evaluation of the reporting effort. If physicians lack access to
computers, interactive, web-based reports are not feasible. If the structure in which the
reporting effort takes place is not integrated (e.g., is not a large medical group), it is
difficult to determine who should be considered a physician’s peer for the purpose of
making meaningful comparisons or who would be appropriate opinions leaders, and
the critical infrastructure for data collection and tracking is likely lacking. Thus, in
efforts to report performance information to individual physicians to improve behavior,
the respondent organizations currently face some areas of continued uncertainty, as well
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as areas in which they know what would be ideal to do but cannot do it. Many of the
respondents noted that as physician-level reporting advances and becomes more
commonplace, they anticipate that more research will be conducted to inform the
process, and more resources will be made available to improve current reporting efforts.
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IV. STUDY LIMITATIONS
Because of the small sample size and purposive sampling strategy of our interviews, the
generalizability of the results is limited. We tried to mitigate this limitation by
interviewing different types of organizations in different parts of the country. In
addition, because the interview data were voluntarily self-reported, there is the
possibility of missing, incomplete, and/or biased answers.
For our literature and environmental scans, we attempted to be as comprehensive as
possible within the scope and limits of the study’s goals, timeline, and budget. Toward
that end, we consulted experts to ensure that important publications and information
were not overlooked. However, it is possible that we may not have identified all
relevant publications and information. Particularly in the case of the environmental
scan, details about initiatives were sometimes not readily available via websites, and
limited resources ruled out in-depth follow-up (e.g., telephone interviews). Moreover,
even if contacted, some of these entities (notably the private sector vendors) consider the
details of their reporting efforts proprietary and thus will not discuss them.
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V. GUIDANCE AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This report outlines current activities in the area of individual physician performance
feedback reports, along with findings we identified in the literature related to this topic.
Although ongoing, comprehensive measurement and reporting at the physician level
are very much in their infancy, early lessons drawn from the literature and the early
adopters we interviewed may be useful to other organizations engaged in producing
feedback reports to improve physician performance. Additionally, some of these lessons
point to areas for future research.
A.

Key Findings and Guidance

In setting off on the path of producing performance feedback reports for individual
physicians in order to change behavior, the following key points about report
production and dissemination should be kept in mind:
What information should be presented? The content of the report will be driven by the
specific interests and goals of the report sponsor. Report sponsors should be honest and
direct about the purpose of the information presented (e.g., for information only, to
reduce costs, to improve quality). Where goals may conflict (e.g., improving clinical
quality may not save money), sponsors should discuss this conflict and how it relates to
any actions they would like the intended audience to take. Once the goals are clearly
established, the sponsor will have to face the challenge of how best to communicate the
performance feedback so that physicians will be likely to use it. Those we interviewed
and the literature we reviewed stressed that because physicians say they are motivated
by peer comparisons, it is important to use peer comparisons in performance reports if
the goal is to change physician behavior. It is also important to include actionable items
or clear steps that a physician can take. For example, some report producers with whom
we spoke said they present information—such as a list of specific patients due for care—
in an appendix, companion report, or registry. The physician thus receives guidance on
specific ways to improve his or her performance (e.g., by contacting patients on the list
who are due for a mammogram). Additionally, any performance benchmarks or
thresholds included in the report should be set at achievable levels so as not to be
perceived as unreasonable and thus ignored. Finally, the respondent organizations
indicated two other items of significant concern—the accuracy and timeliness of the
measures and data used to score a physician’s performance—both of which were
beyond the scope of our study, which did not address data management or specific
performance measures.
How should reports be formatted to stimulate use? There is no definitive guidance on
how best to format feedback reports for physicians: the empirical literature in this area is
limited, and entities that have produced reports typically have not formally tested the
options and/or disseminated their findings. Consistent with the literatures on cognitive
science and consumer reporting, those we interviewed suggest that physician reports be
designed in ways that produce a readily understandable snapshot of performance—in
other words, data should be provided in a manner that allows it to be interpreted
quickly and accurately. Examples of formats that may help to achieve this end are
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x Rank-ordering of peers and/or indicators by scores so that high and low scores
are obvious
x Strategic use of typography (e.g., font style and size) to highlight important
information
x Use of adequate white space so the report is not visually cluttered.
Those interviewed for this study are employing many of these strategies and believe
they are effective. However, because the formal testing of layout and graphics that has
been carried out with physician audiences ranges from minimal to none, it is unknown
what approaches are most effective in communicating performance information to this
audience.
What is the best medium for sharing feedback information with physicians? Producers
of physician-level reports have used a variety of media: printed hard copies; electronic
static copies; and flexible, interactive web-based versions. Consistent with the literature,
the report producers noted that interactive web formats allow users to tailor information
to their preferred level of detail and are especially appropriate for presenting
increasingly specific levels of data (i.e., “drill down” information). Web-based formats
are also valued because they permit frequent information updates without incurring
printing and distribution costs. However, it was noted that many physicians do not have
convenient access to the Internet, are resistant to using this medium, and/or may not be
accustomed to accessing information in this way on a routine basis. Many of the
producers of physician-level reports advised that an assessment be conducted to
determine the type(s) of media preferred by the target audience and/or that reports be
offered in a variety of media to accommodate the different preferences and capabilities
of the intended audience.
What process should be used to involve individual physicians in the design and sharing
of feedback reports? According to many we interviewed and further substantiated by
the literature we reviewed on physician behavior change, employing an interactive,
transparent, honest, and respectful reporting process is critical to the success of a
physician-focused reporting endeavor, especially if behavior change is a key goal. Those
interviewed expressed a strong belief that physicians should be involved early and often
in the development and implementation of feedback reports in order to build physician
ownership of the process and the end product, as well as to ensure that the report
reflects the physicians’ needs and interests. Many of those we interviewed also advised
that physicians be given the opportunity to question data presented in the reports and to
make changes if errors are uncovered before the information is released to others. As in
the literature, those involved in physician-level reporting activities cautioned that the
passive provision of information alone is not sufficient to bring about behavior change.
They have found multi-faceted approaches to be more effective—such as interactive
educational sessions coupled with the use of local opinion leaders/physician champions
and/or feedback reports. Although the optimal approach for sharing information is not
known, passively sharing information is not likely to lead to physician behavior change.
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Based on our interviews, the process used to feed information back to individual
physicians appears to be a key determinant in achieving behavior change.
B.
Conclusion and Areas for Future Research
Reporting on performance at the individual physician level is a relatively new activity in
the United States but is expected to become more common as policymakers continue to
push for improvements in quality of health care and reductions in the growth of health
care expenditures. Little is known about how best to communicate performance
information to physicians to promote changes in behavior that will lead to
improvements in quality and more-effective use of resources. Although we gleaned
important guidance on these issues from our interviews and literature scan, many
questions remain. Organizations seeking to report performance data to individual
physicians would benefit from greater sharing of methods by experienced organizations,
well-executed evaluations of the impact of reporting efforts, and the transfer of
knowledge when both successful and unsuccessful strategies are identified.
In particular, those trying to produce effective feedback reports for individual
physicians need answers to the following questions:
x In the areas of clinical care, patient experience, efficiency, and safety, which
performance metrics and what unit of analysis (e.g., patient vs. population,
individual measures vs. composites) are the most actionable for physicians and
the most likely to lead to behavior change?
x Which reports are more compelling and effective: consolidated reports or those
that deal with a single issue?
x What are the most effective formats to use in individual physician feedback
reports? For example, what types of media are the most appropriate for ensuring
that physicians are able to access information? Which types of graphical displays
are the most effective for promoting understanding?
x What combination of engagement and feedback is the most effective for
achieving physician behavior change?
x What are the key barriers inhibiting the use of performance reports by individual
physicians, and how might these barriers be overcome?
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APPENDIX: FINDINGS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
Our environmental scan found increasing and varied activity in the use of individual
physician feedback reports. As noted earlier, we did not include activities by health
plans, medical groups, or health care consortia because these entities are represented in
the interview results.
A.

Medical/Specialty Societies

A variety of medical/specialty societies are active in the area of individual physicianlevel reporting and performance improvement. Although there is growing interest on
the part of payers and consumer groups to report individual physician performance
data publicly, at this time these societies are focused on helping physicians use
performance information for internal, confidential quality improvement purposes. The
following is a list of these societies and their activities:
x American Academy of Family Practice: AAFP is involved in a variety of
collaborative initiatives aimed at improving the collection and reporting of
physician performance data for quality improvement purposes—for example,
the Ambulatory Care Quality Alliance (AQA) and the American Medical
Association’s Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement. AAFP has
also developed and adopted a set of physician profiling guidelines. These
guidelines state that physician profiles should do the following: aim to assess
and improve the quality of patient care and clinical outcomes; clearly define
what is being measured; select measurement goals that are actionable; involve
physicians in the development of performance measures and the feedback
process; explicitly describe data sources for measures; clearly report on the
validity, accuracy, reliability, and limitations of data utilized; use criteria for
comparison purposes that are based on valid peer groups, evidence-based
statistical norms, and/or evidence-based clinical policies; and identify individual
patients who are not receiving indicated clinical interventions and provide
interventions to improve physician performance relative to stated measurement
goals.
x American Board of Internal Medicine: The ABIM affects health care quality
through its development of standards for knowledge, skills, and attitudes for
internists. It is responsible for creating the examinations that internists must pass
in order to receive board certification in this field. The ABIM offers two feedback
services for individual physicians. First, through the ABIM’s Practice
Improvement Modules, a physician can confidentially evaluate the way he/she
addresses a specific medical condition. Upon electronically submitting data to
the ABIM using a computer-based tool, the physician receives a summary
intended to assist him/her in making practice improvements. Second, through
the ABIM’s Peer and Patient Feedback module, a physician can collect peer and
patient feedback and obtain a confidential report to use in developing an
improvement plan. The ABIM also offers several other self-evaluation modules
that test a physician’s knowledge of specific clinical areas. In addition, in
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conjunction with other certifying boards, the ABIM will provide modules that
use the ambulatory CAHPS® (A-CAHPS) survey, AHRQ’s newly developed
physician-level patient experience survey.
x American Board of Internal Medicine Foundation: The ABIM Foundation, in
collaboration with Commonwealth Fund, launched the “Stepping Up To the
Plate” initiative in January 2005. This initiative aims to promote quality of care
improvements through greater involvement of organized medicine and more
grassroots physician engagement. As part of this endeavor, tools and measures
to improve quality and efficiency are being developed that can be used by
physicians to make changes in their clinical practices. The ABIM Foundation is
also involved in several projects focused on using physician feedback to improve
the quality of health care—for example, “Putting Quality into Practice (PQIP).”
“Improving Performance in Practice” is developing a consortium focused, in
part, on practice improvement.
x American College of Cardiology: The ACC’s National Cardiovascular Data
Registry (ACC-NCDR®) currently operates three national registries that collect
and report data for cardiac and vascular labs that pay a fee to be part of the
registries. Third-party software vendors collect and report the data, and the
reports generated provide participating labs with information about patient,
facility, and provider characteristics, as well as quality information (including
adverse events). The data are used for benchmarking, peer comparisons, and
meeting CMS reimbursement requirements. Although the reports provided by
ACC-NCDR® only include lab-level data, many of the software vendors are also
able to provide labs and individual physicians with information about individual
providers.
x American College of Physicians: ACP is a supporter of ACPNet, a practice-based
research network formerly known as QNet. As Qnet, this network conducted
audit-feedback studies on five medical conditions. Participating physicians
submitted data on their own clinical practices and qualitative information about
barriers to following evidence-based practices; in return, they received
individualized reports comparing their performance to that of other physicians
in the study plus an analysis of all barriers. ACPNet is now in the process of
evaluating a web-based diabetes management program for physicians that aims
to improve the quality of diabetes care through individual physician feedback
reports.
x American College of Radiology: ACR enables reporting on individual
radiologists’ performance through its RADPEER™ program. RADPEER™ is a
confidential peer-review program in which radiology facilities submit images to
be reviewed by peers (via hard copy or through an online system known as
eRAPDEER™). For facilities participating in this program, the radiology chair or
medical director receives quarterly reports that include the following
information: summary statistics and comparisons for each participating
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radiologist and for each facility by modality, and summary data across all
participating facilities by modality.
x American Medical Association: The AMA, which represents physicians
nationally, is the lead organization for the Physician Consortium for Performance
Improvement. To improve health care quality and accountability, this
consortium is developing physician-level, evidence-based clinical performance
measures, as well as outcome-reporting tools. Several physician groups have
integrated the performance measures into their electronic health records and are
generating physician-level performance reports using the data.
x American Society of Clinical Oncology: ASCO currently operates the Quality
Oncology Practice Initiative (QOPI), which seeks to improve cancer care by
supporting oncology practices with tools for measurement, feedback, and quality
improvement. The activities of the initiative include developing a set of quality
measures, a strategy to identify charts for entry into a secure data system,
automated data analysis and reporting, and a network of resources for
improvement. Using data entered via a web-based system, results are produced
for the participating oncology practices to use in quality improvement and other
activities. Participating practices can receive performance information at any
level desired, including the individual physician level.
B.

Private Sector

A number of vendors—such as (but not limited to) Quality Data Management, Inc.,
Health Dialog, Resolution Health, Health Benchmarks, and ActiveHealth—are now
offering a wide range of data aggregation, analytic, and reporting services to support
organizations that are evaluating care at the individual physician level. Most vendors
construct performance measures related to quality/effectiveness or cost/efficiency using
claims data provided by the organization purchasing the services. Although each
vendor offers a slightly different set of measures, there is considerable overlap in the
content of the measurement sets because many draw on leading publicly available sets
such as HEDIS and the AHRQ Quality Indicators. Most of the vendors offering these
services have another, complementary business offering (e.g., disease management).
Because the products these vendors offer are proprietary, it is difficult to obtain much
detailed information from their websites about what they measure, how they measure,
and how information is provided to physicians.
Health plans are the primary purchasers of the services these vendors offer. In general,
health plans have responded to demands from their major clients (e.g., large employers)
to provide products or programs that evaluate physician performance and that make
such information available in a way that can change where patients seek care or how
well physicians deliver needed services. The organization of these services affects the
type and timing of feedback, and the line between feedback and other management
services is frequently blurred. For example, some performance information is used to
construct tiered networks, and the feedback from the health plan to the physician is the
tier into which the physician has been placed. Other performance information may be
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used to trigger reminders to physicians to offer or deliver a service that appears
indicated (e.g., beta blockers after a heart attack). Still another use is to coach patients on
obtaining needed care for a chronic disease. The data used to drive these activities may
also be assembled to produce more static reports over a fixed period.
C.
Federal Government
The federal government is engaged in physician-level measurement, reporting, and
performance improvement. For example:
x Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services: CMS is engaged in physician-level
measurement and feedback through two programs. First, it supports physician
feedback through the Doctor’s Office Quality Information Technology (DOQ-IT)
demonstration project. This project promotes the introduction and integration of
electronic medical records and other health information technology into
physicians’ offices to enable the collection of health care quality data. Based on
the data submitted, CMS provides primary care practices with feedback reports
on their performance and ways to improve it. Second, CMS recently launched the
Physician Voluntary Reporting Program, which, beginning in January 2006,
began enrolling physicians who voluntarily agree to submit data about the
quality of care given to Medicare patients. With these data, CMS will identify
effective ways to use quality measures in routine practice and to support
physicians in improving quality of care. It will also provide feedback to assist
physicians in improving their data accuracy, reporting rate, and clinical care; and
it will seek their input about how to improve the ease of reporting and the
usefulness of the quality measures. Eventually, public reporting of individual
physician performance is likely.
x Veterans Health Administration: The VHA is involved in extensive data
collection in many areas, including quality of care, access to care, patient
satisfaction, patient function, community health, and cost-effectiveness. With
implementation of electronic information systems and investment in an audit
program, the VHA is able to report on the clinical performance of individual
physicians. Additionally, the VHA’s computerized patient record system (CPRS)
allows for instant access to patient information, clinical decision support, and
treatment reminders at the point of care. In 2006, the VHA launched a pay-forperformance program at the physician level.
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